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(54) A rodless power cylinder

(57) According to the rodless power cylinder (1) of
the present invention, a pressure relieving passage (29)
which opens to the space (15) between the inner seal
band (6) and the outer seal band (7) at one end, and to
the outside of the cylinder barrel (2) at the other end is
provided in the end cap (5) of the cylinder barrel (2).
Further, a cap cover (32) is provided on the end cap (5).
The cap cover (32) includes a valve element portion (41)
which resiliently fits into the end of the relieving passage
(29) opening to the outside. When the pressure in the

space between the seal bands (15) increases to a pre-
determined level due to leak of the inner seal band (6),
the valve element (41) opens outward due to the pres-
sure in the relieving passage (29) to allow the fluid in
the space (15) to escape to the outside. Thus, the pres-
sure in the space between the seal bands (15) is kept
at a low level even if a leak in the inner seal band (6)
occurs and, thereby, a blow off of the outer seal band
(7) and damage to the rodless power cylinder (1) is pre-
vented.
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